Healthy HUB – Connecting and Creating Expertise in Transnational Networks between Universities of Applied Sciences and Enterprises
This is an invitation for health care and ICT sectors to join for a new eHealth EU project planning. Based on previous national European Social Funded projects’ experiences and to proceed the results further. Erasmus+ will start in the beginning of 2014 and the first application call will be on April.

There are a lot of existing Health HUBs already – What will ours be like?
Let us bring together the CARPE Universities of Applied Sciences (UAS) and enterprise partners in participating local areas.

UAS will select their staff (perhaps trainees too) to work abroad at the hosting enterprises. They will work in close relation with the co-operating UAS that will guide and support the staff with their professionals; teachers and students.
It is not about exchanging the staff in ordinary way.

- It is about leasing skilled staff to work as innovation sparks at the hosting region and developers at home.
- It is about learning in connections of expertise.

The transnational collaboration will boost the enterprises and education to focus on right things and themes.

Developed Health HUB will let the creation flow between UAS, enterprises and regions.

The staff will start their journey already at home by video meetings, and continue the work together with hosting UAS and its enterprise partner after returning back, to get the best results out of visiting.

Please contact: heini.toivonen@turkuamk.fi or jaana.heinonen@turkuamk.fi